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						Stand-alone hob, induction
					

					5IE 64352

					5IE64352

					
					
					
							
										
											
												60cm width
											

											
												
											

										

									
	
										
											
												Induction
											

											
												






Immediately hot, immediately cold, and nothing burns on. The base of the pan is directly heated by the induction coil. The heat is only produced where it is needed. This means short heat-up times, more safety and much less energy consumption.
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Precise, innovative and very user-friendly: gently touching the Touch Control buttons is enough to select the desired setting.















											

										

									
	
										
											
												Boost function
											

											
												No long heat-up times: the right cooking temperature is reached in seconds with the boost function.
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						Output, consumption

	Voltage: 220 – 240 V
	Total connected load: 4.6 kW


4 induction cooking zones:

	2 cooking zones Ø 18 cm, 1.8 kW (3.1 kW)
	1 cooking zones Ø 14.5 cm, 1.4 kW (2.2 kW)
	1 cooking zone Ø 21 cm, 2.2 kW (3.7 kW)


						
					

					
					
						
							Design, comfort

	Stainless-steel frame
	Touch Control
	Boost function for all induction cooking zones
	Electronic control in 17 power levels
	Digital display of the cooking level
	2-level residual heat display for each cooking zone
	Main switch
	Pot detection
	Child protection
	Quick start function
	Restart function
	Safety switch-off
	Power management


						

					
					
						
							Dimensions H × W × D

	Appliance dimensions: 5.5 × 58.3 × 51.3 cm
	Installation dimensions: 5.5 × 56.0 × 49.0 – 50.0 cm
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							EAN: 4251003103816
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									Installation instructions

										[image: ] Installation-instructions-5IE64352.pdf 1 MB


									
									
									Instruction manual

										[image: ] Instruction-manual-5IE64352-de.pdf 743 KB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5IE64352-en.pdf 736 KB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5IE64352-es.pdf 1 MB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5IE64352-fr.pdf 751 KB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5IE64352-hr.pdf 1 MB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5IE64352-nl-it.pdf 1 MB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5IE64352-sl.pdf 1 MB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5IE64352-sv.pdf 1 MB


									
									
									Technical data sheet

										[image: ] Technical-data-sheet-5IE64352-de.pdf 182 KB
	[image: ] Technical-data-sheet-5IE64352-en.pdf 380 KB


									
									
									
									Technical drawing

										[image: ] Technical-drawing-5IL64351_5IF64351_5IE64352_EN.tif 88 KB
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Immediately hot, immediately cold, and nothing burns on. The base of the pan is directly heated by the induction coil. The heat is only produced where it is needed. This means short heat-up times, more safety and much less energy consumption.
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